We present the orbital resolved electronic properties of structurally distorted 1T-TaS 2 monolayers. After optimizing the crystal structures, we obtain the lattice parameters and atomic positions in the star-of-David structure, and show the low-temperature band structures of distorted bulk are consistent with recent angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data. We further clearly demonstrate that 5d electrons of Ta form ordered orbital-density-wave (ODW) state with dominant 5d 3z 2 −r 2 character in central Ta, driving the one-dimensional metallic state in paramagnetic bulk and half-filled insulator in monolayer. Meanwhile, the star-of-David distortion in monolayers favors charge density wave and the flat band stabilizes ferromagnetic density wave of Ta spins with the same wavevector of ODW b 2 . We propose that 1T-TaS 2 monolayer may pave a new way to study the exciton physics, exciton-polaron coupling, and potential applications for its exciton luminescence.
Layered transition-metal dichalcogenide 1T-TaS 2 not only undergoes several complicated charge-density-wave (CDW) phase transitions with decreasing temperature, but also exhibits marvelous metal-insulator transition when temperature further decreases to enough low T, and even becomes superconducting upon doping 1 or under high pressure 2, 3 . To account for the nature of the low-T insulating phase in CDW ordered bulk 1T-TaS 2 , the Mott insulator mechanism induced by electron-electron correlation 1, [4] [5] [6] and the CDW insulator mechanism arising from the electron-phonon coupling or Fermi surface nesting [7] [8] [9] were proposed and have been debated more than thirty years. Early argument that low-T 1T-TaS2 is a Mott insulator was based on the fact that a half-filled band crosses the Fermi energy and the low-T resistivity diverges, thus the electronic correlation in 1T-TaS 2 was believed to play crucial role in 1T-TaS 2 in the low-T insulating regime of T< 180K 4, 5 . However, the typical characters of Mott insulator were not well confirmed experimentally until now: lower and upper Hubbard bands and Mott insulating gap in optical spectra and conductivity, magnetic moment and Curie-Weiss susceptibility in neutron scattering and other magnetic experiments. Recent years the interest to nature of low-T phase in 1T-TaS 2 has revived [10] [11] [12] to examine the concept of Mott physics in distorted CDW phase, and tried to find more clues in electronic states to confirm the role of electronic correlation in the low-T insulating 1T-TaS 2 .
On the other hand, with the discovery of graphene, many experimentalists are trying to exfoliate many layered/quasitwo-dimensional compounds, including transition-metal dichalcogenides in order to find more monolayer systems, and explore their unusual properties of these monolayer compounds/two-dimensional electron systems 13 . One of recent successful examples is the monolayer molybdenum dichalcogenides MoS2, in which Mo ions also form a 2-dimensional hexagonal lattice, similar to graphene. Despite of great works on two-dimensional MoS 2 , the lack of highquality 1T-TaS 2 sample hampers the study on monolayer 1T-TaS 2 . Very recently, Chen et al. successfully exfoliated 1T-TaS 2 thin films of a few atomic layers experimentally, and observed a clear transition from a metal to an insulator when the bulk reduces to several atomic layers, and the CDW hysteresis gradually vanishes one by one when the thickness of the thin film reduces to about 3 atomic layers 14 . Meanwhile, Darancet et al. 12 showed that 1T-TaS 2 monolayer may be an Mott insulator with a half-filled flat band. These experimental and theoretical explorations may not only pave a new way to study novel properties of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer with CDW state and Mott physics, but also provide the possible applications of transition-metal dichalcogenides in electronic devices and sensors.
In this Letter, we unambiguously demonstrate that the ground state of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer in optimized distorted structure forms orbital order or orbital density wave (ODW) states with the wavevector In this scenario, the central Ta has dominant 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital component, and orbital polarization gradually decays from the central Ta of star-of-David to outer-ring Ta, we also predict the ferromagentic spin density wave state and distribution of Ta magnetic moments, in consistent with the ODW in the distorted crystal structures. We could also present the band structures of monolayer and few-layer thin films, and point out that our calculated band structures agree with recent angle resolved photoemission spectra (ARPES) data in distorted bulk. Such an ODW scenario could interpret not only the quasi-onedimensional metallic ground state in bulk 1T-TaS 2 , but also predict the MIT when the system reduces to multilayer thin film, and monolayer. We suggest that both the Coulomb correlation and electron-phonon coupling play key roles.
We firstly perform the structural optimizations of 1T-TaS 2 including monolayer, and bulk both in the low-temperature phase with lattice distortion and in the high-temperature phase without distortion. We find that comparing with 1T-TaS 2 bulk, the radius of star-of-David and the Ta-Ta distance in monolayer slightly expand less than 0.3%; on the other hand, the Ta-S distance slightly shrinks, no more than 0.3%. From these optimized structures one obtains the basic features of the electronic structure in high-symmetry normal phase and low-temperature distorted phase through performing the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) calculations and its correlation correction (GGA+U) for 1T-TaS 2 bulk and mono- 11 . Red points are artificially to highlight occupied states in ARPES, and the curves are the energy bands obtained by our first-principles calculations.
layer. The details of numerical calculations could be seen in the Supplementary Materials.
The low-T distorted superstructure phase of bulk 1T-TaS 2 is a commensurate charge density wave (CCDW) state below 180 K, and is characterized by star-shaped clusters of 13 atoms in the Ta plane 1 . The electronic band structures of bulk 1T-TaS 2 without correlation correction in the CCDW phase show that each star-of-David unit cell hosts one halffilled band crossing the Fermi level with the energy bandwidth about 0.4 eV, and this band displays a rather weak inplane dispersion but a strong out-of-plane one, indicating a one-dimensional metal for bulk. Also there are a few bands from −0.2 eV to −1 eV where only one or two bands are involved in high-T phase. Moreover, with consideration of correlation correction, an interlayer-antiferromagnetic ground state is obtained, and the half-filled band splits into upper and lower Hubbard bands. These theoretical results are consistent with the available angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data, despite of dispersed results in the ARPES experiments on the band structure and Fermi surface in the CCDW phase around the Γ point 11, [15] [16] [17] . Comparing the details of our band structures with U = 2 eV to recent ARPES results measured at 30 K by Ang et al. along Γ − M 11 , as shown in Fig. 1 , we find their global agreement in the energy range from E f to −1 eV: near −0.2 eV, both experiment and calculation results show flat dispersion and the maximum energy difference is about 0.05 eV. Below −0.2 eV, the momentum dependence of each band is in substantial agreement with the ARPES data. In particular, considering rough bands degeneracy, our six bands around Γ point agree with Pillo et al.'s observation of the existence of at least six different CDWinduced peaks 16 . Due to weak van der Waals interaction between TaS 2 layers, similar to graphene and MoS 2 , one may exfoliate a few layers 1T-TaS 2 , or even monolayer from a bulk. For a 1T-TaS 2 monolayer, after optimizing its lattice structure and atomic positions, our GGA calculation shows that a very narrow energy band with the bandwidth of less than 20 meV lies on the Fermi level E F . The evolution of such a flat band on E F with increasing distortion caould be seen in the Supplementary Materials. The broken of the translation invariance in the c-axis in the monolayer leads to the vanish of the dispersion along Γ − A direction, leaving a half-filled narrow band with significant contribution of Ta−5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital. After taking into account the correlation correction in the GGA+U calculation with U = 2eV, the half-filled flat band on E F splits into empty upper Hubbard band and a full-filled lower Hubbard band, opening a gap of ∼ 0.25 eV, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Further the DOS in Fig. 2 b displays that the orbital symmetry character of DOS around E F are major Ta 5d 3z 2 −r 2 , and the ground state of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer is orbital and spin polarized.
In 1T-TaS 2 , due to the trigonal crystalline field of S ions on Ta ions in TaS 6 octahedra, the active orbitals of Ta 5d electrons are three t 2g components d 3z 2 −r 2 , e g1 and e g2 , which are the Table I . Ta 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital contributes significantly at E F , especially the one of Ta atoms in the interior of the star. The weights of the other four 5d orbitals are nearly negligible. Such an orbital feature not only address the unique dispersion in the ab-plane, but also is consistent with the one-dimensional metallicity along c direction in bulk 1T-TaS 2 . It is thus naturally expected that the metalinsulator transition occurs when the bulk reduces to a monolayer. It is worth noting that the weight of the 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital decreases gradually from the center to the edge in the Ta star, forming an ODW. This unusual behavior origins from the star-of-David distortion. Besides the inward contraction of Ta atoms, the out-of-plane buckling of S atoms also plays an important role. Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the atomic position and orbital distribution in a star: the Ta-Ta distance of the internal ring is shorter than that of outer ring so that Ta-S-Ta angle is small and height of Ta-S is large, which is in favor of a hybridization between Ta−5d and S−4p z orbital and contributes major 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital component; as a contrast, in the outer ring of stars long distance between two Ta atoms, large Ta-S-Ta angle and short vertical height of Ta-S atoms lead to a weaken hybridization of Ta−5d and S−4p z orbitals, while an enhanced Ta−5d and S−4p x/y hybridization; thus from the center to the edge of star, the 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital polarization gradually reduces; therefore, the orbital polarization is upmost in the center of star, and minimum in the edge, forming a ferroorbital density wave order over the whole monolayer. The distribution of orbital polarization in a Ta star is summarized in Table I . One anticipates that in a bulk such an orbital order scenario also validates.
It is interesting that whether CDW order remains exist in 1T-TaS 2 monolayer. From our optimized lattice one notices that the lattice distortion in monolayer is still significant and has a little difference from the CCDW phase in bulk. However, a very recent experiment by Chen et al. 14 showed that the thermal hysteresis in resistivity indicating the pinning of CDW greatly weakens and even disappears once 1T-TaS 2 bulk reduces to a few layers. The Ta plane shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the CDW-induced displacements that lead to the commensurate √ 13 × √ 13 − R13.9
• superlattice, similar to observed in the low-temperature phase of bulk 3, 18, 19 . The corresponding lattice vectors of the superlattice with respect to that in high-temperature homogeneous phase are R 1 = 3a 1 + a 2 , R 2 = −a 1 + 4a 2 .
To indicate the role of electronically driven instabilities as the origin of the star-of-David distortion in the ground state, we have also analyzed the Fermi surface nesting in hightemperature homogeneous phase and calculated the static electronic susceptibility χ, which is defined as
Here ε m (k) is the quasiparticle spectrum of the energy band m obtained from the first-principles calculations by the GGA method, from which one may get insight to the charge and magnetic instability of monolayer 1T-TaS 2 . The electronic susceptibility in 1T-TaS 2 monolayer shown in Fig. 4 indicates a sharp peak, corresponding to a divergence, implying that the Fermi surface nesting of the monolayer is perfect. The global maximum of the electronic susceptibility appears around 0.295b 1 , corresponding to a nesting vector. However, through further analysis, we find the calculated nesting vectors and the star-of-David displacements do not match very well. As shown above, the electronic susceptibility displays two similar but independent nesting vectors Q 1 = 0.295b 1 and Q 2 = 0.295b 2 , respectively. A possible spin and charge density waves may oscillate as cos (Q · R) on the Ta plane, with a wave vector Q. This vector is equal to a commensurate linear combination of Q 1 and Q 2 , namely Q = xQ 1 + yQ 2 . Through detailed calculations, a wave vector Q = 3, 19, 20 . As a strong e-ph-coupling Mott insulator, the magnetic properties of 1T-TaS 2 bulk remains an unsettled problem. Earlier data showed that CCDW bulk is paramagnetic 1,4,5 , whereas, recent experiments suggested a strong layered ferromagnetic order 21 . Revealing the magnetism of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer not only favors but also is useful for our understanding the magnetism of 1T-TaS 2 bulk. Our correlation correction calculation in the GGA+U scheme shows that magnetic moment is mainly contributed from the central and first-ring Table I .
For an intuitive picture of the CCDW phase, the charge density has been calculated with cutoff energy -1Ry to truncate the contribution from atomic core. Fig. 5 displays the charge density of Ta-atom cross section. One can find that every 13 Ta atoms form a star-of-David cluster with a perfect six-fold symmetry, and the charge density of the interval regime between two clusters is small, just like a moat which leads to an in-plane insulator. This is also consistent with our preceding band analysis. These interesting and unusual behaviors of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer all originate from the formation of the star-of-David distortion and the ODW order.
We have shown that orbital physics plays a key role in the 5d 1T-TaS 2 monolayer, as well as bulk. Though on-site Coulomb interaction may be necessary and the Mott localization may happen in two-dimensional monolayer, such as TiS 2 and VS 2 , we attribute the origin of the orbital density wave mainly to strong e-ph coupling in 1T-TaS 2 , since we find that sufficient large Coulomb correlation U could not drive the high-T undistorted phase of a monolayer from metal to insulator, implying the e-ph coupling driven Jahn-Teller-like distortion establish predominant 5d 3z 2 −r 2 orbital component and the ferro-orbital density wave order from a undistorted threeorbital system. Therefore when a 1T-TaS 2 bulk reduces to a few layers or even monolayer, conduction electrons in d 3z 2 orbital become discrete and localized. The Coulomb interaction and e-ph coupling drive the ferromagnetic and charge density waves in the monolayer with the same wavevector of the orbital order.
From our study for various situations we find that the LS coupling do not play considerable roles on the ground state. This is a resultant of the orbital order in TaS 2 monolayer. Since the Ta 5d electrons predominately occupy d 3z 2 −r 2 orbit near the Fermi level, forming an effective single orbital system. Therefore the LS coupling plays little role on the groundstate electronic properties on 1T-TaS 2 monolayer and bulk, though its coupling strength is considerable. It is also worthy of stressing that the the orbital properties of bulk 1T-TaS 2 are expected to similar to the present orbital character of monolayer, as seen the Supplementary Materials.
One may notice that 1T-TaS 2 is a strongly coupled e-ph interacting system 22 , we anticipate that the electron-phonon interaction may play considerable roles not only in the starof-David distortion, but also in transport in monolayer, as the polaronic effect in dynamic process of bulk 20 . The successful synthesis of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer may pave a new way to study the novel properties of 1T-TaS 2 monolayer with CDW state and Mott physics; its flat band character and insulating gap could lead to exciton-polaron coupling, exciton luminescence and dynamical properties, which may provide the possible applications of transition-metal dichalcogenides in electronic devices and sensors.
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